
What's your differential diagnosis?
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A. Describe 3 abnormal findings



What's your diagnosis?



The patient is a 45 y / o man who’s  
complain is excertional dyspnea 
and   non productive cough since 6 
months ago  and acute onset 
swelling and tenderness  of his 4th 
finger of right hand ; picture:





A. What is your diagnosis ?

B. What is your DDX ? (at least 3)

C. How do you confirm the diagnosis ?





A. Describe radiological findings ? ( at least 2)

B. What is your further work up ?

C. What is your  differential  diagnosis  ? 

( at least 4 )



1-What’s the radiological findings?(at least 2 in 
picture A& at least 2 in  picture B)

2-What’t your diagnosis?



A B



 1- what’t the radiological findings?(at least 2)

 2-what’t your differential  dignosis?(at least 3)





 A 40 y/o man admitted by  fever>38,ESR 
50,painful inflammatory papules in neck & 
upper extremity.

 According  to picture:

 1- what’t your diagnosis?

 2- causes?(at least 3)





 A 55 y/o  male present by  headache & 
hearing loss& bone pain.

 Accordant to pictures:

 1- what’s the radiological finding?(at least 2 in 
right picture & At least  2 in left picture)

 2- what’s your dignosis?





 1- what’s the clinical  finding  in picture  
A_B_C?

 2- what’s your diagnosis?

 What ‘s other finding in this syndrome?



A

B

C



 A 37 y/o female present by  induration 
,erythematous & swelling of upper & lower 
extremity  with peaud’orange texture.

 hand & foot spared.

 1- what's your diagnosis?

 2- what’s the treatment?





 1- describe clinical finding?(at least 4)

 2- what’s your diagnosis?





a patient with SLE present with  skin lesion

1-describe this lesion.

2- what ‘s your dignosis?

3- which auto Antibody is assossiate with this 
lesion?

4- what’s the treatment?



A B



 1- what’s this diagnostic procedure?

 2- describe the lesion.

 3- what’s your differential diagnosis(at least 
2)





 Picture A:

 1- describe clinical finding?

 2- what’ your diagnosis?

 Picture B:

 1- describe clinical finding?

 2- what’ your diagnosis?

 3- what’s your differential diagnosis(at least  
3)



A B


